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Process Model Comprehension:  
The Effects of Cognitive Abilities, Learning Styles and Strategy 

Abstract 

Pr ocess m odels ar e used  to con vey  sem an t ics abou t  busin ess oper at ions 

th at  ar e to be suppor ted  by  an  in for m at ion  system . A wide var iet y  of  

p r ofession als is t ar geted  to use such  m odels, in clud in g peop le wh o h ave 

l i t t le m odel in g or  d om ain  exper t ise. We iden t i f y  im por tan t  user  

ch ar acter ist i cs t h at  in f luen ce com pr eh en sion  of  p r ocess m odels. 

Th r ough  a f r ee sim u lat ion  exper im en t , we p r ov ide ev iden ce th at  

selected  cogn i t i ve ab i l i t ies, lear n in g st y le an d  lear n in g st r ategy  

in f luen ce th e developm en t  of  p r ocess m odel  com pr eh en sion . Th ese 

in sigh ts d r aw at ten t ion  to t h e im por tan ce of  r esear ch  th at  v iews p r ocess 

m odel  com pr eh en sion  as an  em er gen t  lear n in g p r ocess r ath er  t h an  as 

an  at t r ibu te of  t h e m odels as ob ject s. Based  on  ou r  f in d in gs, we iden t i f y  

a set  of  or gan izat ion al  in ter ven t ion  st r ategies th at  can  lead  to m or e 

successfu l  p r ocess m odel in g wor kshops. 
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Introduction 

When analysing or designing information systems, analysts frequently use graphical models 

of the relevant business domain to aid the determination of requirements. To that end, 

analysts often use conceptual models of business processes (process models) to assess or 

build information systems that are process-aware (Dumas et al., 2005). Process modeling is a 

primary reason to engage in conceptual modeling (Davies et al., 2006) and has been shown to 

be a key success factor in organizational and systems re-design projects (Kock et al., 2009). 

Because of the relevance of process modeling during the analysis and design of information 

systems, the evaluation of process modeling-related phenomena is an active research area 

(Burton-Jones et al., 2009; Recker, 2013). Current research in this area can be classified in 

two streams. One stream is devoted to enhancing the support for process modeling, for 

example, by examining technological support for requirements modeling (Dennis et al., 1999) 

or by providing support for collaboration during modeling activities (Dean et al., 2001; 

Recker et al., 2013). The other stream, which is important to the line of research presented in 

this paper, has examined how process modeling is applied. This stream is pursued with the 

aim of understanding how individuals learn how to model (Agarwal et al., 1999), determining 

the performance benefits and usefulness of models for different tasks (Figl et al., 2010; 

Recker et al., 2011) or understanding how process models can be designed such that 

comprehension of these models can be maximized (Reijers and Mendling, 2011; Reijers et 

al., 2011; Mendling et al., 2012). Our research follows this tradition and examines how end 

users comprehend the content of process models, that is, how much they learn about the 

domain that is visualized in the process model (Gemino and Wand, 2003). This question is 

important because the usage of a process model, either for purposes of process analysis, 

performance measurement or re-design, are ultimately dependent on how well individuals can 

comprehend the modeled process (e.g., Dean et al., 2001; Burton-Jones and Meso, 2008; 

Mendling et al., 2012). 

Specifically, we are interested in examining dynamic traits of business users who wish to 

comprehend a process model. Dynamic traits are those user characteristics that can be 

influenced by organizational interventions, i.e., that can be shaped and triggered through 

appropriate learning stimuli within the setting of a process modeling workshop. This focus of 

our work, therefore, contributes new knowledge on learning requirements from process 

models (e.g., Sheetz et al., 1997). Through this focus, we extend the literature that has largely 
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focused on traits of the models themselves – e.g., their visual design (Figl et al., 2013), the 

use of different grammar constructs (Recker, 2013), or the use of modularization (Reijers et 

al., 2011) and labeling (Mendling et al., 2010b) – rather than those of the model users.  

We draw on multimedia learning theory (Mayer, 2009) and student learning theory (Biggs, 

1987) to hypothesize that individual cognitive abilities, learning style and learning strategy 

are important predictors of process model comprehension. We report on a free simulation 

experiment that we conducted to test these hypotheses. Our findings suggest several 

intervention strategies that provide relevant stimuli to increase the influence of the identified 

enabling traits, while disabling the influence of traits that inhibit model understanding. 

Our study makes several contributions to the literature. First, it draws upon student learning 

theory (Biggs, 1987) to extend the prevalent conceptualization of model understanding 

(Gemino and Wand, 2005) with three stages of a learning process, viz., presage, process and 

product. Second, it adds to the existing literature on conceptual model comprehension (e.g., 

Agarwal et al., 1999; Reijers and Mendling, 2011) by offering an alternative, user-centric 

perspective on important antecedents to model comprehension. As will be discussed, the 

state-of-the art puts the emphasis on the intrinsic properties of a process model as the prime 

factor in making sense of these. Third, it adds to the body of literature on cognitive abilities 

(Wang et al., 2006) by providing the first empirical test that examines which cognitive 

abilities are positively and negatively associated with the process of viewing diagrammatic 

representations. 

We proceed as follows: First, we review prior research on process model comprehension. 

Then, we conceptualize how comprehending a process model can be seen as an extended one-

episode learning process. We will draw attention to six important factors alongside three 

stages of this learning process. Then, we discuss design, conduct and findings of a free 

simulation experiment to test these arguments. Based on the results, we provide a discussion 

of actionable items that can be expected to improve the use of process models by business 

users. Finally, we conclude this paper by providing a discussion of contributions. 

Background and Theory 

Process Modeling  

Th e essen ce of  p r ocess m odel in g is t o cap tu r e an d  r ep r esen t  

in for m at ion  abou t  busin ess p r ocesses (Den n is et  al ., 1999) . To th at  en d , 
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p r ocess m odels t y p ical ly  in clude gr ap h ical  dep ict ion s of  t h e act iv i t ies, 

even ts, states, an d  con t r ol  f low logic t h at  con st i t u te a busin ess p r ocess. 

Add i t ion al ly , p r ocess m odels m ay  also in clude r ep r esen tat ion s for  t h e 

in volved  d ata, or gan izat ion al / IT r esour ces an d  poten t ial l y  oth er  

ar t i fact s such  as exter n al  stakeh older s an d  per for m an ce m et r ics, t o 

n am e just  a few (Recker  et  al ., 2009) . 

Pr ocess m odels ar e used  as an  exter n al ized  r ep r esen tat ion  of  t h e 

p r ob lem  space for  an  un st r uctu r ed  p r ob lem , be i t  t h at  of  r edesign in g 

th e or gan izat ion al  wor k  p r ocedu r e to im p r ove i t s per for m an ce (Dan esh  

an d  Kock , 2005)  or  t h at  of  design in g an  IT-based  system  to en act  or  

au tom ate par t s of  t h e p r ocess (Rei jer s et  al ., 2003) . To suppor t  such  

p r ob lem -solv in g, a fun dam en tal  r equ i r em en t  is t h at  user s fai t h fu l l y  

com pr eh en d  th e con ten t  of  t h e con cep tual  m odels of  t h e p r ocess 

dom ain  (Bu r ton -Jon es an d  Meso, 2008) . 

Most  r esear ch  in  t h e ar ea of  p r ocess m odel  com pr eh en sion  h as 

at tem p ted  to def in e p r ocess m odel  com pr eh en sion  as a fun ct ion  of  

i n t r in sic p r oper t ies of  a p r ocess m odel . Th is m ean s th at  com pr eh en sion  

h as been  looked  at  as a fun ct ion  of  t h e design  of  t h e p r ocess m odel  

i t sel f  (e.g., Hah n  an d  Kim , 1999; Rei jer s et  al ., 2011) . Factor s per tain in g 

to t h e per son  v iewin g th e m odel  h ave on ly  scar cely  been  in vest igated  

(e.g., Kh at r i  et  al ., 2006; Bu r ton -Jon es an d  Meso, 2008; Rei jer s an d  

Men d l in g, 2011) , bu t  t h e focus of  t h ese stud ies h as been  on  stat ic 

featu r es of  t h e user  of  a m odel  (such  as level  of  exper t ise or  level  of  

fam i l iar i t y  of  t h e d om ain ) . Wh i lst  im pr ov in g ou r  kn owledge to date, we 

ar gue th at  t h ese con t r ibu t ion s ar e n ot  com pr eh en sively  cap tu r in g th e 

p r ocess of  develop in g p r ocess m odel  un der stan d in g. We p osi t  t h at  

p r ocess m odel  com pr eh en sion  is an  em er gen t  p r oper t y  r ath er  t h an  an  
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in t r in sic on e. Th is v iew takes in to accoun t  t h e r elat ion  between  

in d iv idual  t r ai t s in  t h e speci f i c con text  of  a m odel -based  t ask  

per for m an ce.  

Process Model Comprehension as a Learning Process 

Pr ior  r esear ch  (e.g., Gem in o an d  Wan d , 2005; Bu r ton -Jones an d  Meso, 

2008; May er , 2009)  h as suggested  th at  m odels can  be v iewed  as 

exp lan at ive m u l t im ed ia m essages f r om  wh ich  in d iv iduals can  develop  

dom ain  un der stan d in g. In  l in e wi th  t h is v iew, we con cep tual ize p r ocess 

m odel  com pr eh en sion  as a on e-ep isode l ear n in g p r ocess. Model  v iewer s 

act ively  or gan ize an d  in tegr ate in for m at ion  con ten t  in  th e p r ocess 

m odel  t h at  i s p r esen ted  to t h em  wi th  t h ei r  own  p r ev ious exper ien ce 

an d  exist in g m en tal  m odels. Th is lear n in g p r ocess wi l l  t hen  r esu l t  in  t h e 

con st r uct ion  of  n ew kn owledge (May er , 2009) . In  t h e m idd le par t  of  

Figu r e 1 , t h is p r ocess is cap tu r ed  in  t h e f r am ewor k  developed  by  May er  

(2009) . Th is con cep tual izat ion  of  m odel  com pr eh en sion  as a on e-

ep isode lear n in g p r ocess h as y ielded  som e usefu l  in sigh ts in  t h e ar ea of  

data m odel in g (Masr i  et  al ., 2008) , ob ject  m odel in g (Bu r t on -Jon es an d  

Meso, 2008)  an d  p r ocess m odel in g (Recker  an d  Dr ei l in g, 2011) , t h er eby  

in cr easin g ou r  con f iden ce th at  t h e f r am ewor k  is an  app r op r iate 

con cep tual izat ion  of  p r ocess m odel  com pr eh en sion . 
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Figure 1: Prior research, theory and focus of study, on basis of (Mayer, 2009) and (Biggs, 

1987) 

As v isual ized  in  t h e upper  par t  of  Figu r e 1 , t h e exist in g l i t er atu r e h as 

exam in ed  th is f r am ewor k  m ost ly  wi th  a focus on  con ten t  an d  con ten t  

p r esen tat ion  in  a m odel , e.g., t h e use of  op t ion al  p r oper t ies (e.g., Bodar t  

et  al ., 2001)  or  t h e use of  d i f fer en t  gr am m ar s to p r esen t  t h e con ten t  in  

a m odel  (e.g., Recker  an d  Dr ei l in g, 2011) , an d  t y p ical ly  h as con t r ol led  

for  user  ch ar acter ist i cs in  t h ese stud ies. At  t h is poin t , i t  h as n ot  

exam in ed  in  detai l  t h e kn owledge const r uct ion  p r ocess ( in d icated  in  

t h e upper  par t  of  Figu r e 1  th r ough  dash ed  l in es) . To com p lem en t  an d  
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exten d  th is focus, we wi l l  t h er efor e con t r ol  for  con ten t  an d  con ten t  

p r esen tat ion  factor s. We wi l l  do so by  exam in in g im por tan t  user  

ch ar acter ist i cs an d  th e r ole t h ese ch ar acter ist i cs p lay  in  t h e kn owledge 

con st r uct ion  p r ocess t h at  leads to dom ain  un der stan d in g gen er ated  

th r ough  p r ocess m odel  com pr eh en sion . Th is focus in  ou r  r esear ch  is 

in d icated  th r ough  gr ey  h igh l igh t in g an d  sh aded  l in es in  t h e f r am ewor k  

sh own  in  t h e bot tom  par t  of  Figu r e 1 . 

Ou r  speci f i c in ter est  i s in  t h ose user  char acter ist i cs t h at  can  be sh aped  

th r ough  shor t -t er m  or gan izat ion al  in ter ven t ion s, n am ely  t h ose th at  fal l  

wi t h in  t h e scope of  a m odel in g wor kshop . Such  ch ar acter i st i cs ar e 

cal led  dy n am ic t r ai t s. Dy n am ic t r ai t s ar e si t uat ion -speci f i c, in d iv idual  

d i f fer en ces th at  af f ect  r espon ses to st im u l i  wi t h in  a speci f i c si t uat ion  

(Th atch er  an d  Per r ewe, 2002) . Dy n am ic t r ai t s d i f fer  f r om  stab le t r ai t s 

in  t h at  t r ain in g, in cen t ives or  oth er  en v i r on m en tal  st im u l i  can  be used  

to p r om ote or  p r even t  t h ei r  in f luen ce on  beh avior  wh i lst  stab le t r ai t s 

exh ib i t  lar gely  con stan t  ef fect s (such  as levels of  exper ien ce or  

fam i l iar i t y ) . 

Knowledge Construction in Process Model Comprehension 

To conceptualize the knowledge construction process in Mayer’s (2009) theory of multimedia 

learning, we draw on Biggs’ (1987) 3P model of learning. The 3P model is rooted in the theory 

of student approaches to learning (Marton and Säljö, 1976) and has become accepted due to its 

simplicity, comprehensiveness and parsimoniousness of measurement. 

The model identifies three stages, being presage (what exists prior to the learning process), 

process (the learning process itself) and product (the result of the learning process). During the 

process stage, two factors, the learning motive and the learning strategy, are essential to 

understanding how students engage in learning activities. The learning motive expresses a 

student’s desire as a drive towards learning and in turn determines student’s perception of 

learning requirements. Two types of motives can be distinguished, surface and deep motive 
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(Kember et al., 2004). A surface motive is tailored to the product of the learning process and is 

fuelled by extrinsic motivation, such as, for example, aspiring to meet a superior’s 

expectations or to outperform others in some sort of contest. In contrast, a deep motive 

considers the intrinsic interest to engage in knowledge creation in anticipation of the outcome; 

an example being learning for self-development. The learning strategy refers to making a 

plan congruent to the motive about how to learn from a process model. A deep learning 

strategy implies learning for developing a maximum of understanding. In contrast, a surface 

learning strategy implies rote learning, viz., learning to memorize enough to meet task or 

performance requirements. 

These two factors, importantly, are not static properties of individuals. Rather, they are 

context-dependent, meaning that they can be influenced within the learning setting (Biggs, 

1987). Therefore, learning motive and learning strategy denote choices relevant to the learning 

task at hand, and as such can be influenced through appropriate intervention strategies. 

The choice of learning motive and strategy depend on three important user characteristics 

during the presage stage of learning: prior knowledge, ability and preferred style of learning 

(Biggs et al., 2001). In terms of prior knowledge relevant to learning from process models, 

research to date has shown that prior domain knowledge (Khatri et al., 2006) and prior method 

knowledge about process modeling (Reijers and Mendling, 2011) can influence the 

development of understanding. Research in education has further shown that self-efficacy is a 

third important factor because students’ learning activities are influenced by their broad 

expectations about one's ability to successfully perform a specific task or behavior (Zhang, 

2000). 

These three factors correspond to broad and stable traits of individuals, which have been 

shown to predispose individuals in task-based performances, but do so in a consistent manner 

(Bandura, 1997) and thus exert a less pervasive influence on dynamic individual differences 

(Day and Silverman, 1989). Given that these traits cannot easily be subjected to influence 

through short-term interventions within the scope of a modeling workshop, and because their 

broad influence on model-based task performance has been demonstrated in prior research, we 

have no interest in revisiting these findings. Therefore, we will control for these prior 

knowledge factors when examining other antecedents of understanding.  

In terms of ability, comprehending process models is essentially a cognitive processing task 

(Gemino and Wand, 2003). Users need to comprehend the provided conceptualization, abstract 
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from irrelevant details provided and instead select those informational objects relevant to the 

problem-solving task at hand. Depending on the viewer’s cognitive information-processing 

abilities, the external representation (the process model) may be different to the internal 

representation (the internal mental model) developed by the viewer. We argue, therefore, that 

understanding which cognitive abilities are important to the process of understanding process 

models will be key to designing incentives or stimuli in workshop settings that can 

appropriately stimulate the relevant cognitive abilities. 

From the literature we have identified two cognitive abilities that are important to developing 

an understanding from content displayed in a process model: 

Abstraction ability is a cognitive process that enables an individual to establish an abstract 

model for an entity of the external world by identifying its common information and relevant 

attributes or properties (Bennedsen and Caspersen, 2006). This ability applies to process 

modeling as these models themselves represent abstractions from things – individual instances 

of the process – to classes of things – a common model that encompasses the execution of 

several process instances. The ability to abstract is a fundamental prerequisite to classification 

(assigning elements to groups of entities based on shared characteristics), which is a key 

purpose of conceptual models of any sort (Parsons and Wand, 2008). 

Selection ability is a cognitive process that enables an individual to search through a set of 

correlated objects, attributes or relations to find a given object or set of objects. This ability is 

relevant to process modeling as these models are typically quite large and rich diagrams with 

many informational artifacts, requiring the viewer to select the relevant information from the 

diagrams to reason about their use for the task at hand (Winn, 1993). The ability to select, 

therefore, provides an account for how well individuals can identify and retrieve relevant 

information from visual diagrams such as process models (Winn, 1990). 

Finally, in terms of learning style, students take in and process information in different ways: 

by seeing and hearing, reflecting and acting, reasoning logically and intuitively, analyzing and 

visualizing, or steadily and in fits and starts (Felder and Silverman, 1988). Because we are 

interested in how users learn about a domain from a graphical process model (a question of 

how an externalized knowledge representation system is perceived), we consider how these 

models are related to the perceptual learning styles of the users. Felder and Silverman’s (1988) 

division between sensing and intuitive learning style covers this difference. Intuitive learners 

prefer discovering new relations and grasping new concepts in a holistic way from information 
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material (such as a process model), whereas sensing learners prefer learning and memorizing 

facts from a process model bit-by-bit. Again, we note that the learning style is a dynamic, task-

dependent choice of the individual and is therefore susceptible to context-specific 

environmental stimuli. 

Research Model and Hypotheses 

Th e in stan t iat ion  of  ou r  adap tat ion  of  May er ’s f r am ewor k  as app l ied  to 

p r ocess m odel  com pr eh en sion  (see Figu r e 1)  in  a r esear ch  m odel  i s 

sh own  in  Figu r e 2 . Ou r  p r im ar y  con jectu r e is t h at  p r ocess m odel  

com pr eh en sion  i s a fun ct ion  of  t h e lear n in g st y le, lear n in g m ot ive, an d  

lear n in g st r ategy  of  t h e user s wor k in g wi th  t h e m odel , as wel l  as of  two 

r elevan t  cogn i t i ve ab i l i t ies. 

Key
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O
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F: Cognitive Abilities

O: Abstraction Ability
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F: Learning 
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F: Learning Strategy
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Figure 2: Research model 

For  t h e pu r pose of  ou r  study , we def in e p r ocess m odel  com pr eh en sion  

as th e ab i l i t y  of  a u ser  t o r etain  dom ain  in for m at ion  f r om  th e elem en ts 

in  a p r ocess m odel  (May er , 2009) . It  t h er efor e r efer s t o t h e lear n in g 

p r oduct  of  bein g ab le to r em em ber  an d  r ep r oduce in for m at ion  such  as 
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“ wh at  i s t h e cor r ect  p r ocedu r e for  ver i f y in g in voices?”  or  “ wh ich  

op t ions do I h ave for  r eim bur sin g p r ior  expen ses?”  

Th is def in i t ion  of  m odel  com pr eh en sion  r elates to  a user ’s ab i l i t y  t o 

r etain  in for m at ion  abou t  t h e busin ess dom ain  dep icted  in  t h e m odel , as 

used  in  t h e study  in  (Recker  an d  Dr ei l in g, 2011) , wh ich  is d i f fer en t  

f r om  th e def in i t ion  of  com pr eh en sion  as a user ’s ab i l i t y  t o un der stan d  

th e gr am m at ical  logic wi th  wh ich  th e m odel  was con st r ucted  (Men d l in g 

et  al ., 2012) . It  i s also d i f fer en t  f r om  d eep  dom ain  un der stan d in g, t h at  

i s, a user ’s ab i l i t y  f or  p r ob lem -solv in g on  th e basis of  a m odel  (Gem in o 

an d  Wan d , 2005) . Ou r  focus on  com pr eh en sion  is just i f ied  because 

com pr eh en sion  of  th e dom ain  in for m at ion  in  a p r ocess m odel  i s a 

n ecessar y  p r er equ isi t e for  al l  m odel -based  p r ob lem -solv in g tasks, such  

as sy stem s an aly sis, com m un icat ion , d esign , or gan izat ional  r e-

en gin eer in g, p r oject  m an agem en t , en d  user  quer y in g an d  oth er s. In  

oth er  wor ds, for  a m odel  t o be usefu l  for  an y  m odel l in g-r elated  task , i t  

i s im per at ive th at  t h e stakeh older s doin g th ese tasks ar e ab le t o 

com pr eh en d  th e m odel  wel l  an d  t im ely  (Men d l in g et  al ., 2012) . 

We now discuss five expected effects on process model comprehension stemming from our 

conceptualization. 

In our initial two hypotheses, we explore how process model comprehension will vary 

dependent on the cognitive abilities brought to bear to this task by the user. The essential 

argument is that the cognitive functions of abstraction and selection ability are important 

facilitative precursors to learning, comprehension and problem solving, viz., to any subsequent 

higher-layer cognitive activity such as reasoning, decision making, analysis or explanation 

(Wang and Chiew, 2010).  

First, we turn to selection ability, which is used to simplify the cognitive model of 

informational material that contains (some) irrelevant information. Process models are often 

high in complexity (the amount of information and the flow in which the information is 
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presented, see Lassen and van der Aalst, 2009) because they contain representations of the 

tasks, events, states, and control flow logic that constitute a business process. They may also 

capture information about relevant actors, data, systems or other process-relevant artifacts 

(Recker et al., 2009). To determine whether all or only some of these objects in a model are 

relevant to a particular question about the domain that is being modeled is therefore a 

cognitive process of search. It requires the user to evaluate a large amount of information and 

make a relevant selection to find a set of correlated objects, attributes, or relations for a given 

object or concept (Wang et al., 2006). Being able to mentally simplify the flow by undoing it 

from irrelevant parts of a process model is therefore expected to facilitate understanding by 

reducing the error-proneness of the learner, in turn facilitating model understanding. 

Therefore, we have: 

H1. Selection ability will be positively associated with process model comprehension 

performance. 

Second, we turn to abstraction ability, which is used to simplify information by deducing 

common attributes. In this respect, it is important to stress that a process model itself can 

already be seen as a procedural abstraction of how individual cases (or instances) are dealt 

with in a certain organizational context. To attain a domain understanding of the procedure 

that is captured in a process model it is essential that the meaning and location of individual 

elements of a process model are specifically retained. The very reason that individual elements 

appear in a process model is that they either (1) show important points of differentiation 

between dealing with slightly different cases or (2) show distinctive stages in dealing with one 

single case. Increased attempts to invoke one’s abstraction abilities on such a process model 

may therefore work counter-productively, in the sense that important, granular information 

from the model is neglected and aggregated to an overly simplistic mental image. Therefore, 

we state:  

H2. Abstraction ability will be negatively associated with process model comprehension 

performance. 

Next, we consider the perceptual learning style. Sensing learners tend to focus on learning 

facts and memorizing material. Intuitive learners, on the other hand, often prefer discovering 

possibilities and relationships; they also prefer discovering new relations and are known to be 

impatient and inferior with details (Felder and Brent, 2005). As the learning goal in our study 

setting is set at memorization (retaining information from a process model) rather than 
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knowledge discovery (developing novel knowledge based on the content of the model to solve 

new problems), these differences in style suggest that thorough bit-by-bit inspection of the 

different elements in the process model is expected to prevail over taking a more holistic 

approach of ‘getting the picture’. As such, sensing learners are expected to outperform 

intuitive learners in developing process model understanding: 

H3. Users with a sensing learning style will achieve a higher process model 

comprehension performance than users with an intuitive learning style. 

Biggs (1987) argued that the engagement in learning activity depends on the user’s motivation 

to learn. This motivation can be either intrinsic (deep motive) or extrinsic (surface motive). 

The former relates to following a deep approach aimed at the creation of meaning and 

individual learning. The latter fuels a surface approach to learning, targeted at meeting exterior 

expectations and/or outperforming others. Through our focus on process model 

comprehension, the learning goal is inclined towards a performance goal (scoring as high as 

possible in comparison to others) rather than a learning goal – increasing one’s competency, 

understanding, and appreciation for what is being learned (Covington, 2000). The performance 

goal is an extrinsic motivator, more in line with a surface approach to learning. Therefore, we 

suggest that users following a surface approach to learning are expected to attain higher levels 

of process model understanding based on goal-approach compatibility: 

H4. Users’ surface learning motive will be positively associated with process model 

comprehension performance. 

H5. Users’ surface learning strategy will be positively associated with process model 

comprehension performance. 

Due to memorization being a pre-requisite to transfer (and hence, process model 

comprehension being a pre-requisite for problem solving), we contend that users following a 

deep approach to learning also attain some level of goal-approach compatibility. Still, their 

approach to learning, whilst partly addressing the development of domain understanding, is 

specifically targeted at developing a thorough level of understanding aimed at complex tasks 

and problems, and facilitating discovery of new knowledge. Therefore, we may expect that 

positive relationships exist to domain understanding performance; yet, these effects are likely 

not to be significant. This is because a deep learning strategy implies that the user engages in 

active interaction with the process model, critically examining its soundness and attempting to 
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link its information to existing mental models in attempt to uncover knowledge that is not yet 

present. In contrast, a surface learning strategy implies simple learning for memorization. The 

user tries to memorize the information in the process model without questioning it or trying 

hard to discover underlying patterns. This is likely to yield benefits for model comprehension 

over and above a deep immersion into the content. 

Research Method 

Design 

To be able to collect sufficient data whilst maintaining control over potentially confounding 

external factors, we designed a free simulation experiment (Fromkin and Streufert, 1976). 

Free simulation experiments are different from traditional factorial experiment designs in that 

subjects are placed in a complex environment resembling a real-world situation as closely as 

possible where they are free to behave (within the required boundaries of the study, e.g., the 

rules of the task setting at hand) and are asked to make decisions and choices as they see fit. 

Free simulations do not involve preprogrammed treatments, and thus allow the values of the 

independent variables to range over the natural range of the subject’s experience. In effect, the 

experimental tasks induce subject responses, which are then measured via the research 

instrument. This research design was applicable because our hypotheses pertain to the 

characteristics of the users without relating to a specific treatment (e.g., different types of 

models). Instead of random assignment of participants to groups, we collected and examined 

several key demographic variables to evidence appropriate variety in the responses (see 

below). Furthermore, we followed the suggestions of Gemino and Wand (2003) to control for 

those antecedents of model understanding that are considered not relevant to the theoretical 

arguments we advanced. 

In our study, we engaged with both domain experts and method experts. We used paper-based 

experimental material in the interaction with the former, while an online system was used 

with the domain experts. Both systems displayed the experimental material in sections, 

allowing participants to move on from section to section at their own pace. We pilot-tested 

the experiment with five domain and methodology experts, which resulted in minor 

modifications to instrumentation and procedure. A subsequent ANOVA test confirmed that 

the mode of experimentation system did not bias the results. 
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Procedures 

Instrumentation was considered in accordance with the three stages of learning suggested by 

Biggs (1987).  

During the presage stage, we began with a pre-test of prior domain and method knowledge, as 

well as basic demographic questions (age, gender, nationality etc.). Next, participants were 

required to complete tests for the two cognitive abilities considered and their perceptual 

learning style. After completing the tests, in the process stage, participants were shown two 

process models. One model dealt with a government agency’s “Advertising specific 

vacancies” process, and the other with a “Priority placement” process. Appendix A shows the 

used models. The choice for the two process models was made based on a trade-off between 

internal and external validity. Using a greater multitude of models as a treatment would 

potentially yield higher levels of external validity. But given our study’s focus on user 

characteristics and their learning approach, utilizing more models potentially introduces a 

result bias. After all, score differences may be attributable to model features such as 

secondary notation or modularization (Reijers and Mendling, 2011), thereby threatening the 

internal validity of our research. Still, by using two cases, our research design allowed us to 

replicate our findings in two different settings, thereby increasing external validity. This 

provided for a stronger test of our hypotheses than would have been possible with a single 

model case only. 

The “Advertising specific vacancies” and “Priority placement” process models were selected 

for two reasons: First, the models were part of actual process documentation in day-to-day use 

at the government agency. This increased the ecological validity of the study whilst ensuring 

content validity and avoiding inflated researcher bias (through use of an artificially created 

model). Second, both models were of considerable complexity, which guaranteed that the 

comprehension tasks were of substantial difficulty. This can be considered beneficial to 

generate fluctuations in comprehension performance, which allowed testing for associations 

with differences in user characteristics. Specifically, the models comprised over 50 objects, a 

size that was previously shown to affect complexity and understanding levels (Mendling et 

al., 2010a; Recker, 2013). Also, both models featured several instances of modularization and 

branching (Muketha et al., 2010). 

After the respondents were shown the two models briefly, they were asked to answer 

questions about learning motives and strategy. Next, the two process models were displayed 
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again for 5 minutes. The online experimentation system featured a timer that automatically 

moved on to the next stage of the free simulation experiment. In the paper-based variant, the 

facilitator collected the models after five minutes before allowing participants to move on to 

the next stage. Last, in the product stage, the models were removed so that the quality of the 

mental representation of the domain and the models could be assessed (Gemino and Wand, 

2005). Questions about the modeled domains and the models themselves were mixed with no 

particular order. No post-test was required for our study. 

Materials 

The study materials consisted of an information cover sheet with consent form and directions, 

as well as different sections about demographics, cognitive abilities, two process models, 

learning approaches and model understanding. Appendix A displays the measurement 

material used (except for the cognitive abilities tests). We briefly describe important material 

elements in the following. 

1. Pre-test 

As control variables, we collected data on prior domain knowledge, prior method 

knowledge and self-efficacy beliefs. The measures for prior knowledge of the relevant 

process domains (PDK-1 and PDK-2) were adopted from the measure used by Burton-

Jones and Meso (2008). Participants had to rate their own level of domain knowledge on a 

7-point Likert scale, for each of the two process domains used (“Advertising specific 

vacancies” and “Priority placement”). To measure prior method knowledge about process 

modeling (PMK), we used the set of process modeling method knowledge questions used 

in related studies (Mendling et al., 2012; Recker, 2013). This set quizzes respondents’ 

theoretical knowledge of the process modeling method in use. The questions concern 

grammatical rules of process model logic, derived from fundamental work in this area 

(Kiepuszewski et al., 2003), and address control flow criteria such as reachability 

(Verbeek et al., 2007), deadlocks (Sadiq and Orlowska, 2000), liveness (Kindler and van 

der Aalst, 1999) and option to complete (van der Aalst, 1998). 

To measure self-efficacy beliefs (SE), we adapted the action-oriented operationalization 

of self-efficacy used by Philips and Gully (1997) because we were interested in the task-

specific self-efficacy beliefs of our participants. As part of the pre-test, also, several key 

demographic data were collected (e.g., age, nationality, gender). 
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2. Cognitive abilities test 

To measure abstraction ability (AA), respondents had to undertake the Abstract 

Reasoning: Thinking in Figures test (de Wit and Compaan, 2005), which required them to 

finalize visual series by deducing their underlying rule. To measure selection ability (SA), 

respondents had to complete the Choosing a Path test (Ekstrom et al., 1976), which 

required visual scanning to identify one path out of five that adhered to a pre-specified 

condition. We omit the test material from this paper due to space limitations. The material 

is available from the Kit Reference Test for Cognitive Factors (Ekstrom et al., 1976) and 

the Differential Aptitude Test (de Wit and Compaan, 2005). 

3. Learning style test 

To measure learning style (LS), the sensing versus intuitive learning scale by Felder and 

Soloman (1997) was used. These authors defined 11 questions, which allow the mapping 

of a learner’s score on the sensing-intuitive learning continuum. These questions were 

selected based on their succinctness, proven robustness and validity and due to its 

frequent application in learning in technological contexts (Felder and Spurlin, 2005). 

4. Learning approach test 

To measure one’s learning approach in terms of deep and surface learning motive (DM 

and SM), and deep and surface learning strategies (DS and SS), we used the Revised 

Learning Process Questionnaire (R-LPQ-2F) by Kember et al. (2004). Because their 

questions mainly pertain to long-term learning behavior, we selected and revised the 

questions to fit one-episodic short term learning, as appropriate to our research 

contextThis way, motives more closely resemble intention, and strategies more closely 

relate to subsequent behavior. 

5. Comprehension test 

As dependent variables, we measured the participants’ performance in a comprehension 

test about the domain modeled (comp-D1 and comp-D2), once for each of the two process 

domains (“Advertising specific vacancies” and “Priority placement”). The domain 

comprehension questions were similar to those asked in prior studies (Burton-Jones and 

Meso, 2008; Recker and Dreiling, 2011) in that they queried the ability to retain different 

domain information about the process modeled in each of the two cases (Mayer, 2009). 
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To be able to contrast the predicted effects about the understandability of a domain from a 

process model on the one hand with the ability to understand the models per se on the 

other, we measured, as a control variable, the participant’s ability to comprehend 

grammatical process modeling rules as they apply to the process models themselves 

(comp-M), as used in the literature (Mendling et al., 2012; Recker, 2013). Similar in 

nature to our measure for prior method knowledge, these comprehension questions 

quizzed modularity, concurrency, exclusiveness and repetition of the control flow logic 

present in the process models. 

Participants 

Overall, 92 individuals participated in our study. The respondents were spread across three 

groups of modeling practitioners, which we determined based on different levels of domain 

and method knowledge. The grouping was applied to approximate the different cohorts of 

business users typically engaging with process models. One group was selected because of 

high levels of prior domain knowledge, one group was selected because of high levels of prior 

method knowledge, and a third group was selected because of medium levels of both prior 

domain and prior method knowledge. We selected respondents from these three groups to be 

able to examine our hypotheses across two different types of modeling practitioners, in line 

with the broad community of business users that can be expected to interact with process 

models. Table 1 summarizes the normalized average scores on prior domain and prior method 

knowledge for each of the three groups of respondents considered. 

Table 1: Respondent groups by prior domain and prior method knowledge  

Respondent group  

N 

Average score on prior 

domain knowledge 

Average score on prior 

method knowledge 

Domain experts 35 0.80 0.04 

Method experts 22 0.33 0.68 

Control group 35 0.34 0.30 

The group of domain experts comprised 35 staff members that were selected from a 

government agency in Queensland, Australia. This group scored highly on prior domain 

knowledge because all of them were, as part of their jobs, involved in the business processes 

that were provided as models in this study. This group of individuals, therefore, can be 

considered a proxy for domain experts that take part in process modeling workshops. 
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The group of method experts comprised 22 respondents selected due to their expertise in 

Business Process Modeling. The group consisted of post-graduate students enrolled in a 

Business Process Management course at Eindhoven University of Technology, academic staff 

at the University of Innsbruck (Austria), and corporate partners in the Netherlands. As 

expected, this group had limited domain knowledge but higher levels of prior method 

knowledge compared to the other two groups (see Table 1). This group of individuals, 

therefore, can be considered a proxy for method experts that take part in process modeling 

workshops. 

The control group consisted of 35 respondents, made up of post-graduate students from the 

Radboud University Nijmegen and Maastricht University, and some Queensland government 

agency staff members not affiliated with the selected processes. Members of this group did 

not display high scores on either prior domain or prior method knowledge. 

To ensure that pooling of the data from the three samples was appropriate, we conducted 

independent samples t-tests between the three groups of participants and relevant independent 

and dependent variables to ensure that differences in understanding would not result from 

significant heterogeneity between the respondent groups. All t-tests confirmed that group 

differences were insignificant, except for the score differences in prior domain and method 

knowledge shown in Table 1. 

Results 
After eliminating three incomplete and one invalid case, 88 usable responses were identified. 

The results were examined in two steps. We first screened the data for its conformance with 

the assumptions of our tests, after which we examined the tests of our predictions. 

Data Screening and Validation 

We started by assessing validity and reliability of the Likert-type measures, viz., prior domain 

knowledge (PDK-D1 and PDK-D2), self-efficacy (SE), deep/surface learning motive 

(DM/SM), and deep/surface learning strategy (DS/SS), through an exploratory factor analysis 

implemented in SPSS 19.0 (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001). Several iterations of the factor 

analysis were conducted to eliminate problematic measurement items and to see whether our 

item adaptations to the one-episode learning setting was appropriate. It became apparent that 

some measurement items for surface learning strategy needed to be culled due to bad loading. 

We retained a three item-measure that appropriately captures a surface strategy to memorize 
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material in the learning task at hand. Item properties are shown in Table 2. Table 3 

summarizes scale properties. Appendix A summarizes the final measurements used in our 

analyses. 

Table 2: Item properties 

Item Mean St. Dev. Loading 
PDK-D1 2.48 1.38 0.92 
PDK-D2 2.61 1.37 0.92 
SE1 3.07 0.94 0.70 
SE2 2.76 0.93 0.60 
SE3 3.07 0.89 0.77 
SE4 3.24 0.92 0.74 
SE5 3.26 0.90 0.69 
SE6 3.56 0.79 0.70 
SE7 2.80 0.89 0.68 
DM1 3.38 1.10 0.65 
DM2 2.88 1.00 0.60 
DM3 3.18 1.26 0.78 
DM4 3.81 0.83 0.73 
SM1 2.53 1.14 0.69 
SM2 3.16 1.13 0.66 
SM3 2.58 1.06 0.64 
DS1 3.65 0.86 0.83 
DS2 3.75 0.63 0.70 
DS3 3.81 0.71 0.80 
SS1 2.40 0.88 0.74 
SS2 2.84 1.02 0.69 
SS3 2.51 0.88 0.76 

 

Table 3: Scale properties  

Construct Number 
of items 

Average 
factor 
score 

St. Dev. Cronbach’s 
α 

ρc AVE 

Sel f -ef f i cacy  
(SE) 

7 3.11 0.63 0.83 0.66 0.80 

Deep  lear n in g 
m ot ive 
(DM) 

4 3.31 0.76 0.68 0.61 0.75 

Sur face 
lear n in g 
m ot ive 
(SM) 

3 2.76 0.85 0.63 0.65 0.80 
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Construct Number 
of items 

Average 
factor 
score 

St. Dev. Cronbach’s 
α 

ρc AVE 

Deep  lear n in g 
st r ategy  
(DS)  

3 3.73 0.57 0.63 0.66 0.78 

Sur face 
lear n in g 
st r ategy  
(SS)  

3 2.58 0.72 0.66 0.68 0.81 

 

As can be seen from Table 3, all constructs have Cronbach’s α and composite reliability ρc 

higher than 0.6, which is acceptable given that these scales were developed and used for the 

first time in a process modeling context. All items load significantly and higher on their 

presumed constructs (all λ > 0.6), and the average variance extracted (AVE) for each 

construct exceeds the variance due to measurement error (i.e., AVE > 0.5). These results 

suggest appropriate convergent validity of the measures. For each construct, the AVE for each 

construct is also higher than the squared correlation between that and any other construct 

considered, which indicates discriminating validity. 

Appendix B gives the correlation statistics between the average total factor scores of the 

multi-item measures and all other items, i.e., the single-item scores for previous method 

knowledge, the two cognitive abilities, the learning style and the three types of 

comprehension task scores related to the two domains (comp-D1, comp-D2) and the 

grammatical rules instantiated in the process model (comp-M). It can be seen that several of 

the considered factors correlate significantly with the comprehension task scores, suggesting 

their adequacy as independent factors. 

We also see that self-efficacy, prior domain and prior method knowledge do not correlate 

significantly with the two dependent variables. They do correlate with most of the 

independent factors, however, which suggests that we should include these factors as control 

variables as visualized in our research model (see Figure 2). We further note that both 

cognitive abilities correlate as expected and that learning styles correlates strongly with 

abilities, knowledge and strategies. These results were expected. Overall, we do not find any 

counter-intuitive correlations in Appendix B. 
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Hypothesis Testing 

We ran two tests to examine our hypotheses. 

First, to examine the data collected on hypotheses H1-H2, H4 and H5, we conducted two 

hierarchical regression analyses (Tabachnick and Fidell, 2001) as implemented in SPSS 

Version 19.0, one for each process model. These analyses were carried out to investigate the 

relationship between the suggested independent factors and domain understanding. 

One assumption behind the use of regression analysis is that the variables are normally 

distributed. Our data screening confirmed that these criteria were met for the measures for 

abstraction ability and selection ability, the dependent variables comp-D1 and comp-D2, as 

well as for the control variables prior domain knowledge and prior method knowledge. The 

principal components analysis for the factors deep learning motive (DM), surface learning 

motive (SM), deep learning strategy (LS) and surface learning strategy (SS), as well as the 

control variable self-efficacy (SE) allowed us to extract average total factor scores that also 

satisfied these assumptions. 

We ran the two three-step hierarchical regression analyses as follows. In step one, we entered 

prior domain knowledge (PDK-1 and PDK-2), prior method knowledge (PMK) and self-

efficacy (SE) as control variables. This was done because they correspond to broad, stable 

traits whose impacts are well established in the model understanding literature. In step two, 

we entered our scores for the two types of cognitive abilities considered, as dynamic traits of 

relevance to the model-based task at hand. In step three, we added the scores for learning 

motive and learning strategy as further dynamic traits. This hierarchical analysis allowed us to 

test whether each of the dynamic traits considered (cognitive abilities, learning process) added 

significantly to the model. We completed these steps for both the domain understanding 

scores for model 1 and model 2. 

Table 4 provides descriptive statistics from the analyses. Table 5 and Table 6 provide the 

details of the two hierarchical regression analyses showing the standardized beta coefficients 

and significance levels. 

Table 4: Hierarchical Regression Analyses: Descriptive Statistics 

Variable Mean St. Deviation 
Model comprehension model 1 (comp-D1) 2.92 1.15 
Model comprehension model 2 (comp-D2) 2.13 1.03 
Prior domain knowledge model 1 (PDK-1) 2.48 1.38 
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Prior domain knowledge model 2 (PDK-2) 2.61 1 .37 
Prior method knowledge (PMK) 1.74 2.41 
Self-efficacy score (SE) 3.11 0.63 
Abstraction Ability score (AA) 10.94 4.21 
Selection Ability score (SA) 5.35 3.53 
Deep Learning Motive (DM) 3.31 0.76 
Surface Learning Motive (SM) 2.76 0.85 
Deep Learning Strategy score (LS) 3.74 0.57 
Surface Learning Strategy score (SS) 2.58 0.72 

 

Table 5: Hierarchical Regression Analysis (dependent variable: Comp-D1) 

Term 1: Controls 2: Cognitive 
Abilities 

3: Learning 
Process 

Collinearity 
Statistics 

St. Beta St. Beta St. Beta Tolerance VIF 
PDK-1 0.02 0.13 0.03 0.66 1.52 
PMK 0.10 0.03 -0.07 0.69 1.45 
SE 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.80 1.25 
AA  -0.21 -0.25* 0.55 1.83 
SA  0.46** 0.56*** 0.47 2.12 
DM   0.01 0.66 1.52 
SM   -0.34** 0.80 1.25 
DS   0.18 0.60 1.67 
SS   0.29* 0.74 1.34 
F 0.62 2.40* 3.04**  
F change 0.62 4.97** 3.45** 
R2 change 0.02 0.11* 0.13* 
R2 0.02 0.13 0.26 

*  p  < 0 .05; * *  p  < 0 .01; * * *p  < 0 .001. 

 

Table 6: Hierarchical Regression Analysis  (dependent variable: Comp-D2) 

Term 1: Controls 2: Cognitive 
Abilities 

3: Learning 
Process 

Collinearity 
Statistics 

St. Beta St. Beta St. Beta Tolerance VIF 
PDK-2 0.05 0.14 0.01 0.63 1 .5

9 
PMK 0.11 0.04 -0.06 0.66 1 .5

2 
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SE 0.10 0.08 0.10 0.82 1 .2
2 

AA  -0.28* -0.32* 0.54 1 .8
5 

SA  0.51*** 0.61*** 0.48 2 .0
8 

DM   -0.01 0.66 1 .5
2 

SM   -0.28* 0.79 1 .2
7 

DS   0.16 0.59 1 .6
8 

SS   0.32** 0.72 1 .3
8 

F 0.70 3.04* 3.16**  
F change 0.70 6.41** 2.94* 
R2 change 0.03 0.13** 0.11* 
R2 0.03 0.16 0.27 

*  p  < 0 .05; * *  p  < 0 .01; * * *p  < 0 .001. 

 

We first examine collinearity statistics. Multi-collinearity is present when tolerance is close to 

0 (< 0.01; see Tabachnik and Fidell, 2001) or the VIF is high (> 10), in which case the beta 

and p coefficients may be unstable. The VIF and tolerance measures shown in Table 5 and 

Table 6 suggest that multi-collinearity is not an issue in our data. 

Perusal of the data in Table 5 and Table 6 leads to the following observations. 

First, we note that, after controlling for prior domain knowledge (PDK), prior method 

knowledge (PMK) and self-efficacy (SE) as stable traits, cognitive abilities (AA and SA) and 

learning approach (DM, SM, DS, and SS) as dynamic traits significantly aid the explanation 

of domain understanding in both cases considered. Adding these factors step-by-step 

increased the R2 of the regression models to 0.26 (for comp-D1) and 0.27 (for comp-D2), 

with the changes in R2 being significant in each step (F change = 4.97 and 3.45, both p < 0.01 

for model 1; and F change = 6.41, p < 0.01 and 2.94, p < 0.05 for model 2). 

Second, hypotheses H1 and H2 hypothesized different levels of domain understanding 

depending on selection and abstraction abilities. In the final models in Table 5 and Table 6, 
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we see that abstraction and selection ability indeed were significant predictors of domain 

understanding (β = 0.56, p < 0.001, and β = -0.25, p < 0.05 for comp-D1, and β = 0.61, p < 

0.001, and β = -0.32, p < 0.05 for comp-D2). As expected, selection ability had a strong (p < 

0.001) positive effect, lending support to hypothesis H1. Abstraction ability had a significant, 

somewhat weaker (p < 0.05) and consistently negative effect on the comprehension scores, as 

per our expectation in hypothesis H2. 

Third, hypotheses H4 and H5 speculated a surface learning approach to be a significant 

predictor of domain understanding. Table 5 and Table 6 show that surface motive and surface 

strategy indeed were significant predictors in both cases (β = -0.34, p < 0.05, and β = 0.29, p 

< 0.05 for comp-D1; and β = -0.28, p < 0.05, and β = 0.32, p < 0.01 for comp-D2). However, 

for the surface learning motive we note a directionality reverse to our initial expectation. In 

line with our expectations related to H4 and H5, we found that, for both process models, a 

deep learning approach (motive and strategy) did not emerge as a significant predictor of 

process model comprehension. 

In a second test, we examined the data collected on the learning style of the participants 

(sensing versus intuitive) to examine hypothesis H3. The Felder and Soloman (1997) test 

results in scores on a continuum between -11 and +11, with negative scores indicating a 

sensing style and positive scores indicating a preferences for an intuitive learning style. 

Therefore, we used an analysis of the co-variance technique implemented in SPSS 19.0, with 

the independent factor learning style, coded as a binary variable (sensing = 0, intuitive = 1) 

based on the learning style test scores received, and again using prior domain knowledge, 

prior method knowledge and self-efficacy as covariates. To that end, we created three 0/1 

dummy variables, one for each covariate, to divide the total factors score for each covariate 

by the respective median to create two groups (high and low). All following results, therefore, 

have been computed whilst controlling for differences in the covariates considered. The two 

domain understanding scores were used as a dependent factor in the two analyses. Table 7 

shows mean values and standard deviations and Table 8 gives the results from the two 

ANCOVA tests. 

Table 7: Means and Standard Deviations for Process Model Comprehension Scores 

Independent Factor N Comp-D1 Comp-D2 

Mean St. deviation Mean St. deviation 
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Sensing Learning Style 35 3.25 1.07 2.40 1.01 
Intuitive Learning Style 53 2.70 1.15 2.19 1.01 

 

Table 8: Results from Significance Tests (ANCOVA) 

Dependent 
Factor 

Independent Factor df F P Partial Eta 
Squared 

Comp-D1 Learning Style 1 5.18 0.03 0.06 
Prior Domain Knowledge model 
1 (PDK-1) 

1 0.96 0.33 0.01 

Prior Method Knowledge (PMK) 1 0.02 0.88 0.00 
Self-Efficacy (SE) 1 0.12 0.74 0.00 

Comp-D2 Learning Style 1 4.30 0.04 0.05 
Prior Domain Knowledge model 
2 (PDK-2) 

1 1.17 0.28 0.01 

Prior Method Knowledge (PMK) 1 0.10 0.75 0.00 
Self-Efficacy (SE) 1 0.09 0.76 0.00 

 

We observe from Table 8 that, as predicted, sensing learners achieved higher domain 

understanding scores than intuitive learners. The data in Table 8 confirms that these score 

differences are significant at p = 0.03 (model 1) and p = 0.04 (model 2). These results lend 

support to hypothesis H4. 

Post-hoc analysis 

To strengthen the confidence in our predictions, we re-ran the hierarchical regression and the 

analysis of variance tests. This time, we used the model comprehension score (comp-M) that 

related to understanding the grammatical rules by which the process models were constructed 

as a dependent variable. Recall, our prediction was that none of the independent factors 

considered (cognitive abilities, learning style or learning approach) would be a significant 

predictor of this comprehension score. Our line of thinking here is that comprehension of 

process modeling rules was previously shown to depend on structural model qualities such as 

connectivity (Vanderfeesten et al., 2008), complexity (Recker, 2013) or modularity (Reijers et 

al., 2011). 

We omit the detailed table of results to conserve space. The results were in line with our 

predictions. Neither the regression nor the variance analysis showed any significant 

relationships between any of the factors considered and the comp-M score. This, in turn, 

strengthened our confidence in the theoretical propositions advanced. 
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Discussion 
Our empirical study set out to test five hypotheses about the effects of dynamic user 

characteristics and learning process factors on process model comprehension, using two 

process models as test cases. Four of our hypotheses received full and strong support from the 

data. Regarding Hypothesis H4 we found that the data showed a significant but reversely-

directed effect of the surface learning motive. Five key findings of our empirical study are 

worth discussing. 

1. Dynamic traits are of relevance to process model comprehension. 

This finding suggests that appropriate organizational interventions within the scope of a 

modeling workshop can be expected to increase domain understanding. The hierarchical 

regression analysis shows that when controlling for stable traits (such as prior 

knowledge), dynamic traits significantly increase the explanatory power of the model. 

2. Selection ability has a positive effect on domain understanding, while abstraction ability 

shows a negative effect. 

These findings highlight an important cognitive aspect when viewing process models. The 

models provide the domain information on such an abstract level that model viewers are 

required to search (and select) the relevant information within this set of abstracted 

material. Cognitive selection skills assist with this task. Cognitive abstraction skills, 

however, appear to be largely detrimental to this search for information as they aggregate 

the (already aggregated) material to an even higher level of abstraction that is 

counterproductive to understanding specifics about the domain that is presented.  

These results are of interest in that they confirm that (a) different types of cognitive 

abilities are relevant to comprehending a process model, and (b) different cognitive 

abilities have opposite influences on comprehension. Our results show that process model 

comprehension is not merely dependent on people having “better” cognitive abilities, but 

rather that some of these abilities (such as selection ability) are highly relevant while 

others (such as abstraction ability) are detrimental. Knowing about these oppositional 

effects is key to designing organizational interventions that provide appropriate stimuli 

that both focus and increase positive influences whilst limiting or prohibiting negative 

influences.  
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3. A sensing learning style is more suitable to attain domain understanding than an intuitive 

style. 

This situation is attributed to sensing learners’ preference for details and facts which suits 

memorization better than the more holistic and innovative learning goals of an intuitor 

(Felder and Brent, 2005). Our results are in line with these predictions, lending further 

credibility to the notion of learning styles.  

4. A surface learning motive has a negative effect on process model comprehension rather 

than a positive. 

The results, on first sight, appear counter-intuitive. However, by expecting that a surface 

motive would be conducive to attaining a memorization goal, we forwent that motives do 

not only relate to the initiation of behaviour but also to behavioural composure 

(Covington, 2000). Consistently, due to surface learners focusing on the learning product 

rather than the process, a surface motive may have indicated low levels of learning 

intensity and persistence. Clearly, these factors would inhibit any type of favourable 

learning outcome. This type of interpretation can be seen as in line with research on 

educational strategies that have shown that surface approaches to learning are often 

associated with a focus on unrelated parts of the learning task, an unreflective association 

of facts and concepts, and a failure to distinguish common principles from specific 

examples (Ramsden, 1988). And indeed, our results suggest that surface motives do not 

yield the type of approach of learning that would lead to good process model 

comprehension. Since surface denote choices towards a learning task (Biggs, 1987), this 

finding is instrumental to design an environment for model learning that reduces the 

chances that individuals opt for a surface approach. 

5. A memorization strategy is an effective approach for attaining domain understanding. 

our data about the impact of learning strategies suggest that goal-strategy compatibility 

appears to be more accurate than a goal-motive relation. In line with our predictions, we 

also found that strategies focusing on deep understanding did not yield positive 

contributions to developing a domain understanding. These findings further emphasize the 

importance of what actually happens during the process stage towards the development of 

process model understanding. 
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Theoretical Implications 
Our paper provides evidence that process model comprehension should be regarded as an 

emergent property of the relation between process model and the person viewing the model. 

Our findings suggest that future research into process model comprehension should refrain 

from taking an exclusively artifact-centric perspective. Instead, the inclusion of factors from 

the presage and process stages of learning should be considered. Additionally, our work 

provides further evidence for the conceptualization of attaining process model comprehension 

as a cognitive process of learning (e.g., Gemino and Wand, 2005; Burton-Jones and Meso, 

2008; Recker and Dreiling, 2011). Specifically, the effects found in our study add to the 

explanatory power of prior work and together inform a comprehensive body of knowledge on 

model understanding. This paper specifically encourages the exploration of alternative 

presage and process factors to work towards a more integrative understanding of the effect of 

these stages, be it distal factors like personality (Goldberg, 1990) or higher-order cognitive 

factors like memorization (Wang et al., 2006). 

Finally, future research could extend our approach to measuring aspects of process model 

comprehension. In this paper we chose to examine process model comprehension in terms of 

retention of domain information. Past research suggests that retention is a measure of 

memorization, different from using knowledge for problem-solving or other transfer tasks 

(Gemino and Wand, 2005; Burton-Jones and Meso, 2008; Recker and Dreiling, 2011). Future 

work could extend our work on model comprehension and examine the domain understanding 

of individuals who use process models to solve problem tasks such as organizational re-

design, software specification, certification and others. 

Practical Implications 
We believe our findings inform a largely neglected aspect of process modeling practice – how 

to instruct and guide individual business users working with the models. Indeed, identifying 

appropriate intervention strategies would address one of the top noted issues in current 

process modeling, viz., defining an appropriate governance of modeling workshops (Indulska 

et al., 2009). Our focus in this work has been on dynamic traits, that is, characteristics of the 

model user and the learning process that can be influenced through appropriate stimuli. 

Therefore, we can derive from the empirical findings a set of strategies to define interventions 

that maximize the development of domain understanding in process modeling workshops. 

Specifically, we identify three broad, complementary strategies: 
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1) Design appropriate cognitive exercises. Cognitive abilities have both positive and 

negative influences on process model comprehension. It is thus instrumental to identify 

appropriate stimuli to activate (only) the relevant cognitive activities immediately prior to 

the workshop. Similar stimulus/activation techniques are widespread in creative problem-

solving (e.g., Martinsen, 1993), and our findings suggest applying similar techniques in 

process modeling workshops. Precisely, cognitive selection activities should be stimulated 

while cognitive abstraction abilities should be prohibited, where possible. This could be 

achieved, either through appropriate instructive communication (“make sure that you try 

not to abstract the information in the model”) or, potentially more effectively, through 

relevant warm-up exercises, such as those provided in the Kit of Factor-referenced 

Cognitive Tests (Ekstrom et al., 1976), or through the design of new stimuli techniques. 

2) Use appropriate instructive communication. The positive effects of selection ability and a 

sensing learning style suggest that it is more effective to have people walk through a 

model step-by-step rather than have them focus more holistically on making sense of the 

bigger picture. This is a highly actionable item for instructive communication, for 

instance, in presentations or prefaces. An appropriate instructive communication message 

could, for example, make use of multimedia techniques that explain how to inspect 

process models. Multimedia messaging is a highly effective technique promoted in 

learning contexts (Mayer, 2009). One way to operationalize this technique in process 

modeling workshops is to have the flow of tokens through process models displayed in an 

animated and narrated video sequence. 

3) Implement expectation management. The effects of learning motive and learning strategy 

emphasize that facilitating understanding is not only a matter of training but also of 

managing expectations. It thereby re-emphasizes the notion of clearly informing business 

users on the purpose of a model in order to prevent them from entering the learning 

process with a lack of composure. Our findings further suggest that the approaches taken 

by individuals to make sense of a process model warrant close attention. Motive and 

strategy can be shaped through appropriate environment-setting and instructions. 

Therefore, our findings inform organizations how to use educational strategies (e.g., 

Ramsden, 1988) to facilitate a working environment in which business users working with 

process models can put them to their best possible use. 
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Conclusions 
Process modeling is a popular and relevant use of conceptual modeling for systems analysis 

and design tasks. We contribute to the related body of knowledge by extending our 

understanding of individual difference factors and their relevance to process model 

comprehension. We found that different cognitive abilities, different learning styles and 

different learning motives and strategies are significantly associated with the level of 

comprehension of domain information generated from a process model. 

Overall, our findings suggest that individual dynamic user characteristics are important 

elements in such studies, and relevant to the practice of process modeling in general. Our 

work informs process modeling work and outcomes, and may ultimately lead to a more 

successful application of process models by identifying actionable items on preparing 

business users to their use. 
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Appendix A 

Questionnaire material used (final items after factor analysis) 

1. Control Variables 

Self efficacy, adapted from (Phillips and Gully, 1997) 

 
St r on gly  
Disagr ee  

Disagr ee 
 

Neu t r al  Agr ee 
 

St r on gly  
Agr ee  

1 2 3 4 5 
 

 1  2  3  4  5  
1. I feel confident in my ability to perform well on the upcoming assessment. 
 
2. I am not confident that I will do as well on this assessment as I would like. 
 
3. I don’t feel that I am capable of performing as well on this assessment as 

others. 
4. I am a fast learner for these types of assessments, in comparison to other 

people. 
5. I would have to practice for a long time to be able to do well on this 

assessment. 
6. I think that my performance will be adequate on this assessment. 
 
7. I am sure that I can learn the techniques required for the next assessment in 

a short period of time. 
8. On average, other individuals are probably not as capable of doing as well 

on this assessment as I am. 
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Prior Domain knowledge, adapted from (Burton-Jones and Meso, 2008) 

 
Ver y  Low Low Aver age High  Ver y  High  

1 2 3 4 5 
 
 1  2  3  4  5  
1 . Com par ed  t o other  staf f  wor k in g in  t he ar ea of  p r ocessin g 

vacan cies, I wou ld  r ate m y  level  of  knowled ge in  t h is ar ea as: 
 
2. If  I wer e asked  a quest ion  about  p r ior i t y  p lacem ents, I wou ld  

r ate t h e l i kel ih ood  of  m y  bein g ab le to answer  t h is quest ion  
cor r ect ly  as: 

 

 
    

 
 
 

    
 

 

Prior Method Knowledge, adapted from (Mendling et al., 2012) 

True False 
1 2 

 
 True False 
1. For exclusive choices, exactly one of the alternative branches is activated.  

 
2. Exclusive choices can be used to model a repetition. 

 
3. If two activities are concurrent, then they are executed at the same time. 

 
4. If an activity is modelled to be part of a loop, then it has to be executed at least 

once. 
5. For joining multiple paths out of an OR split, you can use either XOR or AND 

gateways. 
6. An OR gateway activates either one or all outgoing paths. 

 
7. Every task in a process model has to be executed at least once.  

 
8. A process model can have multiple starts and ends. 
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2. User Abilities 

Learning Style, adapted from (Felder and Soloman, 1997) 

1. I wou ld  r ath er  be con sid er ed  

a)  r eal ist ic  

b )  in n ovat ive  

2. If  I wer e a teacher , I wou ld  r ath er  teach  a cou r se  

a)  t h at  d eals wi t h  facts an d  r eal  l i fe si t uat ion s  

b )  t h at  d eals wi t h  ideas an d  t heor ies 

3. I f in d  i t  easier   

a)  t o lear n  facts  

b )  t o lear n  concepts 

4. In  r ead in g non -f ict ion , I p r efer   

a)  som eth in g t h at  t eaches m e new facts or  t el ls m e how to d o som eth in g  

b )  som eth in g t h at  gives m e new ideas to t h ink  about   

5 . I p r efer  t h e idea of   

a)  cer t ain ty   

b )  t h eor y  

6. I am  m or e l i kely  t o be consid er ed   

a)  car efu l  abou t  t he d etai ls of  m y  wor k   

b )  cr eat ive abou t  h ow to d o m y  wor k 

7. Wh en  I am  r ead in g for  en joym en t , I l i ke wr i t er s to  

a)  clear ly  say  wh at  th ey  m ean   

b )  say  t h in gs in  cr eat ive, in ter est in g ways 

8. Wh en  I h ave to per for m  a t ask , I p r efer  to  

a)  m aster  on e way  of  doin g i t   

b )  com e up wi t h  n ew way s of  doin g i t  

9 . I con sid er  i t  h igher  pr aise t o cal l  som eon e  

a)  sensib le  

b )  im agin at ive  
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10. I p r efer  cou r ses t h at  em ph asize 

a)  con cr ete m ater ial  ( fact s, d ata)   

b )  abst r act  m ater ial  (con cep ts, t heor ies)   

11. Wh en  I am  d oin g long calcu lat ion s,  

a)  I ten d  to r epeat  al l  m y  steps an d  ch eck  m y  wor k  car efu l ly   

b) I find checking my work tiresome and have to force myself to do it 

 

Abstraction Ability and Selection Ability 

The material is available from (Ekstrom et al., 1976; de Wit and Compaan, 2005) or from the 

contact author upon request. 

3. Approach to Learning 

Deep Motive, adapted from (Kember et al., 2004) 

St r on gly  
Disagr ee  

Disagr ee 
 

Neu t r al  Agr ee 
 

St r on gly  
Agr ee  

1 2 3 4 5 
 
 1  2  3  4  5  

1 . I feel  t h at  n ear ly  any  top ic can  be h igh ly  in ter est in g 
on ce I get  in to i t . 
 

2 . I com e to m ost  ( r ef r esh er )  cou r ses wi t h  quest ions in  
m in d  t h at  I wan t  an swer ed . 

3 . I f in d  I am  con t in ual ly  goin g over  m y  wor k  in  m y  
m in d  at  t im es l ike wh en  I am  on  th e bus, walk in g, or  
ly in g in  bed , and  so on . 

4 . I l i ke t o do enough  wor k  on  a top ic so t h at  I can  for m  
m y  own  con clusions befor e I am  sat isf ied . 

    
 

 
    

 
 

    
 

 
    

 
 

 

Surface Motive, adapted from (Kember et al., 2004) 

St r on gly  
Disagr ee  

Disagr ee 
 

Neu t r al  Agr ee 
 

St r on gly  
Agr ee  

1 2 3 4 5 
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 1  2 3 4 5 
1 . I wi l l  be d iscour aged  by  a poor  r esu l t  on  th is assessm ent  

an d  wi l l  wor r y  abou t  h ow I wi l l  do in  fu tur e assessm ents. 
2 . Wh eth er  I l i ke i t  or  not , I can  see t h at  doin g wel l  in  

assessm en ts is a good  way  t o m ove up  t he cor por ate 
lad d er . 

3 . I desi r e t o get  good  qual i f i cat ion s in  assessm en ts l i ke t h is 
because I feel  t h at  I wi l l  t h en  be ab le to get  a r ewar d  later  
on . 
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Deep Strategy, adapted from (Kember et al., 2004) 

St r on gly  
Disagr ee  

Disagr ee 
 

Neu t r al  Agr ee 
 

St r on gly  
Agr ee  

1 2 3 4 5 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 
1 . I wi l l  t r y  to r elate what  I lear n  in  t h is assessm ent  t o wh at  

I h ave lear n ed  in  other  si t uat ions. 
2 . As I am  en gaged  in  th e assessm en t  I wi l l  t r y  t o r elate new 

m ater ial  to wh at  I al r eady  know on  t h at  top ic. 
3 . Wh en  I un der take t h is assessm en t  I wi l l  t r y  t o un der stan d  

wh at  t h e m odel ler  m ean t  wi t h  t he m od el . 

    
 

 
    

 
 

    
 

 
 

Surface Strategy, adapted from (Kember et al., 2004) 

St r on gly  
Disagr ee  

Disagr ee 
 

Neu t r al  Agr ee 
 

St r on gly  
Agr ee  

1 2 3 4 5 
 
 1 2 3 4 5 

1 . I wi l l  aim  to m em or ise t h e m odels by  r epet i t ion , goin g 
over  and  over  t hem  un t i l  I know them  by  h ear t  even  i f  
I do n ot  und er stand  t h em . 

2 . I f in d  t he best  way  to pass assessm ents is to t r y  to 
r em em ber  answer s to l i kely  quest ion s. 

3 . I f in d  I can  get  by  in  m ost  assessm ents by  m em or isin g 
key  sect ion s r ather  th an  t r y in g to und er stan d  t hem . 
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4. Model Understanding 

Advertising Specific Vacancies Process Model 
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Priority Placement Process Model 
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Domain Surface Understanding Questions - Advertising Specific Vacancies process [Yes/No] 

1. An Agency is required to go through the priority placement process prior to sending 

government agency documentation to request advertising for a vacancy. 

2. The government agency Recruitment Team is responsible for identifying the priority 

placement phase appropriate for each vacancy in line with the documentation provided by 

the Agency. 

3. The process depicted in the model has only one possible end state. 

4. Creating an appointment vacancy within the support system is a responsibility of the 

government agency Recruitment Team. 

5. For every vacancy processed, the identification of the priority placement phase is 

completed before sending applications to the panel. 

 

Domain Surface Understanding Questions - Priority Placement process [Yes/No] 

1. Checking for errors and checking for changes involve the same remedial action when an 

error or change is identified. 

2. An ad could have multiple priority placement phases but must have at least one. 

3. The determination of a priority placement phase must be done at the same time as 

arranging the press placement for each vacancy. 
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Process Model Comprehension Questions [Yes/No] 

1. The process ‘Advertising Specific Vacancies’ is a part of the ‘Priority Placement’ process. 

[Modularity] 

2. A Processor can ‘Conduct a Self Check’ at the same time that the Checker is doing the 

task of ‘Conduct Check’ but they don’t always have to be done at the same time. 

[Concurrency] 

3. ‘Update Role Description’ and ‘Enter Details & Load Documents into RASP’ are tasks 

which must be completed for every vacancy that is advertised. 

[Exclusiveness] 

4. For every vacancy processed the task ‘Complete Details in Support System’ is executed 

only once. 

[Repetition] 
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Appendix B 

Correlation Statistics 

 Comp-
D1 

Comp-
D2 

Comp-
M 

PDK-
D1 

PDK-
D2 

PMK SE AA SA LS DM SM DS 

Comp-D2 0.94                         
Comp-M 0.04 0.10                       
PDK-D1 0.00 0.02 0.01                     

PDK-D2 -0.02 0.01 0.01 0.93                   

PMK 0.11 0.11 0.12 -0.34 -0.39                 
SE 0.12 0.12 -0.03 0.09 0.03 0.20               
AA 0.06 0.02 0.03 -0.40 -0.42 0.32 0.16             
SA 0.28 0.29 0.02 -0.47 -0.46 0.39 0.14 0.65           
LS -0.24 -0.22 -0.10 0.25 0.25 -0.26 -0.17 -0.23 -0.40         
DM 0.02 0.02 0.00 -0.05 -0.07 0.25 0.19 0.05 0.09 -0.14       
SM -0.21 -0.15 0.05 -0.12 -0.14 0.09 0.09 0.05 0.11 0.12 0.39     
DS 0.05 0.02 0.18 0.02 0.00 0.22 0.36 0.07 0.00 -0.12 0.45 0.17   
SS 0.11 0.15 0.00 0.20 0.22 0.05 -0.09 -0.12 -0.19 0.10 0.09 0.16 -0.25 

* Correlations of p < 0.05 are shaded in grey. 

 


